
 

 

 

6th July 2018 

 

The CEO  

Planning Authority  

 

Your Ref: PA 5334/17 

Our Ref: WSC  595/17 

 

Dear CEO, 

Revised Project Description Statement 

 

Location: North of Malta – Mellieha, San Pawl il-Bahar, Mgarr Area 

 

Proposal: trenching and pipelaying for the distribution of second class water, through water dispensing 

points installed at every 100 metres circa. 

 

 

Details of entity that wishes to carry out the development: 

 

The CEO, Water Services Corporation, Luqa  

ID: 001185 M 

Tel: 2244 3301 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Project Description:  

Including: Characteristics of the whole project , size, scale, design and phasing of the project covering all construc-

tion demolition and excavations.  

 

Project Characteristics:  

The Water Services Corporation has recently embarked on a project named ‘New Water’. The term ‘New Water” is 

highly polished reclaimed water, which can be used for agriculture, industry, landscaping and other applications. 

This reclaimed water is produced in 3 polishing plants built by the Water Services Corporation during the 2007-

2013 programming period. The major one in Ta’ Barkat in the south of Malta can produce 9,600 cubic metres per 

day. The plants at Ic-Cumnija in the north of Malta and in Ras il- Hobz in Gozo have a capacity of 6,400 and 3,200 

cubic metres per day respectively.  

Our aim is to achieve a ‘net-zero impact’ on the natural water cycle, whereby groundwater being abstracted will be 

replaced, directly or indirectly, by means of a number of measures, including the production and subsequent deliv-

ery of the “New Water”. 

 

Size and scale: 

The project will cover and area of circa 0.12 square kilometres of roads and paths. Trenching will limit itself in roads 

and paths which are government owned. There will be no encroachment in cultivated land whatsoever.  

 

Phasing: 

The trenching works are divided into three distinct lots as follows:  

• Lot 1A & 1B: Tal-Prajjet Area and Mizieb Valley 

• Lot 2: Pwales Valley  

• Lot 3: Bingemma / Mgarr Area  

It has been established that the works will start during July and should be finished by the end of 2018.  There is no 

precise schedule as yet, as logically it depends on the winning bidder/s and their respective workflows.  

 

Construction Phase 

 

Employees  

It is envisaged that there will not be more than 5 employees at any point in time on any site, however this will be 

left to the discretion of the appointed contractor. When the distribution system is in place it will then be autono-

mous and monitored from the WSC control room.  

 

Use of Water  

In the unlikelihood of use of water during the works, this will be minimal and required only  to control excessive 

airborne dust which cannot be mitigated otherwise.  

 



Diagram of Proposed ‘New Water’ Dispenser  Artistic Impression of ‘New Water’ Dispenser mounted in 

place  

Use of Energy  

During the construction phase there will be no use of electrical energy, given that the excavation works will be done 

using heavy machinery which is all diesel powered. Once in place, the system will not require energy as the mains 

proposed are all gravity fed and the water dispensers will be individually powered by a small battery which has a 

ten year lifetime.  

 

Waste  

It is difficult to calculate with accuracy the amount of waste that will be generated , however based on a 900mm 

deep trench with an average width of 750mm, it is calculated that 0.67 cubic metres  of excavated material per run-

ning metre will be generated and disposed of in approved ways as stipulated by law. One has to note however, that 

in order to close off the trench, a concrete lean mix will be required and hence reclaimed crushed excavation mate-

rial will be required to be mixed with cement. The trench will be closed off depending on the permits issued by 

Transport Malta, where every road has been considered and evaluated individually. No waste is then envisaged 

once the system is operational.  

 

Dispensers 

The trenches for this project will accommodate ductile iron pipes of 150mm diameter and will not be more than 1m 

deep. At every 100m circa (in an alternative manner in every stretch) , water dispensers shall be installed. A precast 

concrete plinth which will be completely buried will serve as a base for the said dispensers. The only visible parts of 

this whole projects will be the dispensing points as per artistic impression in the following pages.  

Further to a number of meeting held with ERA, it was agreed that the following water dispensers shall not be in-

stalled given that particular sensitivity of the immediate surroundings, namely : 

 Dispenser numbers: 55011-08 and 55011-09 at Tal-Prajjet Area  

 Dispenser numbers: 55002-15, 55002-16 and 55002-17 at Mizieb Valley  

 

Location of the Project, including all proposed works are included in the attached plans.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



• Effected Areas  

The four distinct networks which appear in the attached plans, barely touch the Natura 2000 sites, Tree Conserva-

tion Areas and Special Protected Area  as outlined in the  Terrestrial Data maps, however an application for a Na-

ture Permit dated 22 November 2017 was filed with ERA, listing six roads which pertain to the areas mentioned.  

(Vide plans emailed previously)  

The exhaustive list with relative effected areas hereunder shows all the roads which will be effected by the pro-

posed project.   

      
NORTH :MELLIEHA      

      

  
LENGTH OF TRENCH (in 

Metres )   
WIDTH OF ROAD (in 

metres)  
EFFECTED AREA (in 
square kilometres)  TOTALS 

            

MELLIEHA           

            

IL-MEJJIELI AREA 830M 830 4.62                      0.0038    

ID-DAR IL-BAJDA AREA 803M 803 7.34                      0.0059    

IL-MIZIEB AREA 803M 803 5.27                      0.0042    

GHAJN ZNUBER AREA 473M 473 4.86                      0.0023    

TRIQ IL-MELLIEHA 263M 263 8.7                      0.0023    

IX-XAGHRA IL-HAMRA AREA 438M 438 4                      0.0018    

GHEX IL-HITA AREA 783M 783 9.29                      0.0073    

TRIQ IL-MANIKATA 540M 540 9.63                      0.0052    

TRIQ IL -WILGA 649M 649 7.45                      0.0048    

TRIQ IL-BIEDJA 790M 790 8.58                      0.0068    

GHEX IL-HITA AREA 390M 390 3.74                      0.0015    

TA' L-AEGENTIER AREA 306M 306 11                      0.0034    

TRIQ SAN PAWL IL-BAHAR 872M 872 10.9                      0.0095    

TRIQ TAL-PRAJJET ALLEY 1 584M 584 6.88                      0.0040    

TRIQ TAL- PRAJJET  354M 354 8.98                      0.0032    

TRIQ TAL-PRAJJET ALLEY 2 668M 668 4.63                      0.0031    

TRIQ TAL-PRAJJET ALLEY 3 136M 136 4.86                      0.0007    

TRIQ TAL-PRAJJET ALLEY 4 232M 232 4.73                      0.0011    

TRIQ TAL-PRAJJET ALLEY 5 280M 280 6.53                      0.0018  0.0726 

            

ST'PAUL'S BAY           

            

IL-PALMA AREA 348M 348 5.48                      0.0019    

TRIQ GHAJN TUFFIEHA 748M 748 10.2                      0.0076    

TRIQ IL-MIZIEB 336M 336 8.12                      0.0027    

TRIQ SAN MARTIN 465M 465 3.82                      0.0018  0.0140 

            

MGARR MALTA           

            

TA'SANTI AREA 712M 712 8.53                      0.0061    

BINGEMMA AREA 352M 352 5.02                      0.0018    

TRIQ LAZZRU PISANI 20M 20 6.19                      0.0001    

IL-WILGA TA' BINGEMMA AREA 405M 405 4.36                      0.0018    

TRIQ IS-SANTI 530M 530 7.87                      0.0042    

L-IRDUM TA' ZEKKENIJA AREA 814M 814 4.05                      0.0033    

TRIQ IS-SANTI 592M 592 7.27                      0.0043    

TRIQ LAZZRU PISANI 657M 657 5.29                      0.0035    

IL-GNEJNA AREA 925M 925 6.1                      0.0056  0.0306 

            

       Grand Total in Sq.Km  0.1173 

          

      



Description of envisaged operations which include access, parking arrangements and infrastructural services.   

 

Traffic flow 

The vast majority of the trenching will take place in rural roads which are not very much frequented. Traffic is mini-

mal and hence disruption of traffic flow will be minimal. Where trenching will hinder daily operations, the contrac-

tor will be bound to use steel plates and use temporary reinternment and come up with a traffic management plan 

prior starting the works.  

 

Parking  

Parking issues in this project are practically non existent. The earmarked roads and paths do not offer any parking 

spaces. In the unlikelihood of obstructing any parking spaces, the traffic management plan which the chosen bidder 

is to present prior starting works has to cater for this as well.   

 

Existing infrastructure  

Infrastructural services along the route are very few, given that the areas are mostly not inhabited. Where any ser-

vices are present and accidentally tempered with, the contractor will be bound to make up for any damages and 

provide immediate remedial works. The same applies for any other infrastructure that is damaged during all works, 

such as rubble walls, pavements etc.  

 

Network 

Existing infrastructure  

During the last months WSC carried out works to meet the demand for New Water as follows (shown on 

plans in blue): 

• Qammieh area through NP 0237/17  

• Triq tad Dahar through NP 0236/17 

• Foresta 2000 through NP 0235/17 

 

A DNO application has been filed with PA to extend the network in Qammieh area (DN 00625/18). This is 
still pending from PA.  

 

The proposed network lots will be fed as follows (see plans):  

• Lot 1A Tal– Prajjet Network shall be fed  from existing rising main  coming up  from Tac-Cumnija Plant and 

feeding Tat-Tomna Reservoir  

• Lot 1B (Mizieb Valley) from an HDD already in  place (Ref. PA 2290/12) and through a vertical connection 

(Marked SHT_A) which will connect the said existing HDD on the plans (Ref. TRK 203326) 

  Lot 1A & 1B shall be linked  via a proposed HDD (Ref. TRK 208935 ).  

• Lot 2  (Pwales Valley) shall be connected to the exiting HDD via an exiting Node 

• Lot 3 (Bingemma / Mgarr) shall be connected to the existing HDD via an existing Node   



Further information on the mentioned TRK numbers is as follows:  

 

TRK 208935  - Tat-Tomna Reservoir  to Tal-Ghajn, Mellieha 

This application refers to proposed drilling through trenchless methods, mainly through horizontal directional drill-

ing (HDD), for the transport of highly polished water (New water) from Tat-Tomna to Tal-Ghajn, Mellieha by means 

of a 450 mm internal diameter HDPE pipe. HDD main does not follow the path through roads as it is an under-

ground direct drilling system.  

 

There was the suggestion to connect Lot 1B and Lot 2 via a trench which passes in front of Mellieha Pumping sta-

tion down to ‘Limbordin Area’ through Triq il– Mizieb instead of proposing a vertical shaft to connect to the existing 

HDD, however once examined it was noted that this particular road is already heavily occupied with numerous ser-

vices and hence it was deemed not possible. In fact it was decided to pass only a micro trench to accommodate on-

ly a fibre optic cable to link Lot 1B to Lot 2.  

 

TRK 203326 – Il-Mizieb, Mellieha (near Manikata) 

Proposed drilling of vertical shaft to connect with existing HDPE pipe (Ref PA/02290/12) 

 

Pipes  

The ductile iron pipes which will be used for this network are all 150mm diameter and in the same trench we will 

need two HDPE pipes ( 50mm diameter each) which will carry the fibre optic cable needed to gather the data from 

each water dispenser. A typical cross section is being attached to this document.  

 

Aspects of the environment likely to be effected 

 

Changes to the site   

The first visible change to the sites once the project is terminated are the water dispensers at every 100m circa, 

which design has been kept simple, discreet and of the minimum size possible. The dispensers shall be installed 

over a concrete block which will be buried completely. This block is required to ensure the sturdiness of the water 

dispenser. A lot of effort was made to keep the size of the dispenser compact while having enough space to hide all 

the instrumentation for offsite metering and data transmission (see previous images).  

  

The second visible change will be the reinstatement of the road surface. As part of the permits process we have 

acquired all permits for each and every road from Transport Malta, where the latter have issued precise re-

instatement methods which heavily exceeds the present status of the roads which will carry our ’New Water’ infra-

structure.  

 

Expected residues of waste and emissions  

There will logically be airborne dust and emissions from the heavy machinery which will be used during the project. 

In order to mitigate the former if deemed necessary, fencing covered with agro shed will be used. An additional 

measure could be the used of sprayed water and/or wetting the areas prior excavation works.  



Use of natural resources and biodiversity  

Given that the proposed trenching works are not planned to touch any arable land and will be only carried out in 

existing roads and paths, no soil will be moved. No encroachment with privately owned land is planned and water 

consumption during the project will only be limited to instances where airborne dust becomes a nuisance. If water 

will be required, we shall be using second class water.  Biodiversity with the implementation of this project can only 

gain, given that we shall be facilitating irrigation to a number of fields.  

 

 

 

Perit Rene’ Fava 

 

 

 


